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Abstract
An enhanced one-dimensional model has been developed for an alkaline electrolyser
cell for hydrogen production, based on linked modular mathematical models in Simulink®.
Where possible, the model parameters were derived on a physical basis and related to the
materials of construction and the configuration of its components. This means that the model
can be applied to many alkaline electrolyser cells, whereas existing semi-empirical models
were generally developed for a specific cell. In addition to predicting the overall equilibrium
electrolyser cell performance, the model is a powerful tool for understanding the
contributions to cell voltage from the various internal components. It is thus useful as a guide
to researchers aiming for improved performance through modified geometry and enhanced
electrode materials. The model performed very well when compared to published models
tested against the same sets of experimental data.
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Nomenclature
A
C
D
F

GC
β
I
i

i0
lan / cat − s

Active surface area, cm2
Concentration, mol m−3
Diffusion coefficient, m2 s−1
Faraday constant, 96485 C mol−1
Activation Energy kJ mol−1
Thickness of bubble zone, cm
Current, A
Current density, A cm−2
Exchange current density, A cm−2
Electrode − separator gap, cm

lan / cat −c width between electrode channel to catalyst, cm
M
N
n
P
p
ρ
R
R*
T
V
X
δ
Γ

α
ε
ω
τ

Θ

φ

γM

Molar mass, g mol−1
Molar flow rate, mol s−1
Molar flux, mol m–2 s
Pressure, bar
Partial pressure, bar
Resistivity, Ω cm
Resistance (with subscript), Ω
Universal gas constant, 8.3144 J mol−1 K−1
Temperature, K
Cell voltage, V
Molar fraction
Thickness, mm
Diffusion collision integral
Charge transfer coefficient
Porosity
Wettability factor
Tortuosity
Bubble coverage on the electrode surface
Bubble volume fraction in electrolyte
Roughness factor
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1.0 Introduction
Worldwide hydrogen production exceeds 50 megaton (Mt) annually, principally from
steam reforming of natural gas [1], which is not sustainable owing to the accompanying CO2
emissions. Much of this hydrogen is used in petroleum refineries, for producing ammonia and
other chemicals, and in food processing. A small but growing application is in filling stations
for fuel-cell vehicles, with 92 new stations opened throughout the world in 2016, making a
total of 274 as of January 2017 [2]. Water electrolysis is currently the most practical route for
industrial-scale production of hydrogen using renewable resources [3-5], and electrolysers
aimed at on-site hydrogen production for filling stations are available from numerous
manufacturers.
Alkaline water electrolysis has been standard for many decades in the production of
hydrogen for industrial purposes using hydroelectricity, although the commercial availability
of PEM electrolysers with input powers exceeding 1 MW is breaking that monopoly. Recent
surveys [6-9] of the available technologies for large scale electricity storage to mitigate
problems arising from high wind power penetration into electricity grids have identified large
scale alkaline electrolysis as one of the main options for storing wind energy. Compatibility
with fuel cells is important for renewable energy systems and filling stations for fuel-cell
vehicles, since these involve proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells that may be
poisoned by impurity levels above a few parts per million (ppm) in the hydrogen stream.
Alkaline electrolysers require extra purification of the product but are then able to supply
hydrogen at the required purity. PEM electrolysers require careful management of membrane
hydration and in this sense are less robust than the alkaline type. Alkaline electrolysis
remains the cheaper alternative [10].
In an alkaline electrolyser, a high KOH concentration (25–35 wt%) in water forms the
electrolyte and the hydroxide ion (OH−) is the charge carrier. Depending on the structure,
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there are two types of alkaline electrolyser cells, monopolar and bipolar. In a monopolar
alkaline electrolyser, alternate electrodes are directly connected to opposite terminals of the
DC power supply, making cells that are effectively in parallel. Bipolar alkaline electrolysers
consist of a stack of electrodes, only the outer two of which are connected to the power
supply, while the intermediate isolated electrodes act as both anode on one side and cathode
on the other. In some cases the distance between the anode and cathode is about 1 mm, and
these are termed zero gap alkaline electrolysers [3]. Manufacturers have generally opted for
the zero-gap bipolar configuration to minimise energy consumption [5].
Over the last few years, considerable progress has been made towards improved
performance of alkaline electrolysers, aiming to minimise the electricity consumption and
also to increase the current density with a view to reducing the capital investment cost [5, 11].
Larger units can reach a hydrogen production rate of 760 Nm3 h−1 (68 kg h–1), with a current
density of around 0.4 A cm−2 and an electricity consumption of some 3.5 MW [5]. The
minimum alkaline electrolyser hydrogen production level is set at 25–40% of its rated
capacity. This lower limit is imposed to prevent the formation of potentially flammable
mixtures of hydrogen and oxygen caused by the high diffusional flux of these gases through
the separator at low currents. The operating temperature is 5−120 °C, whilst the operating
pressure may vary from atmospheric up to some 10–30 bar in pressurised electrolysers. While
pressurised electrolysers are convenient for many applications because they may avoid the
need for hydrogen compression, their overall efficiency is slightly worse than that of
ambient-pressure cells [12], and greater demands are placed on the separator. The role of the
separator in preventing H2/O2 mixing is essential and its properties do influence the
performance of the electrolyser via its contribution to the ohmic overpotential. The separator
should exhibit high chemical and mechanical stability, low ionic resistivity and high
wettability. Moreover, it must withstand extreme conditions: a strong alkaline environment at
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elevated temperature. Porous composite materials based on polymers (e.g. polysulfone) and
ceramics (e.g. ZrO2 particles) have been developed to replace the formerly common asbestos
separators. Among the newer materials, Zirfon® is a micro-porous organo-mineral material
containing a mixture of a hydrophilic ZrO2 powder (85 wt%) and polysulfone (15 wt%), with
high surface area (22 m2/g) and optimum wettability [13].
This paper continues a series in which mutually compatible modular models of the
components of an energy system, specifically one incorporating solar-derived hydrogen [14],
are presented. One overall objective is to link the suite of component models together to form
a whole-of-system model and simulation that can realistically predict the behaviour of a
planned energy system, as a prerequisite to specifying the characteristics and capacities
(sizes) of its components. Alternatively, such a model can simulate the behaviour of an
existing energy system for research and other purposes, such as on-the-fly prediction of the
trajectory of the energy system as its input(s) and load(s) change in real time. The component
models are realised, without the use of finite-element analysis, in Simulink. The first two
such models are for a PEM electrolyser cell [15] and a PEM fuel cell [16]. The next, for an
alkaline electrolyser cell, is presented here.
A second very important objective of the work is to use the component models as
research tools to predict the effects of influential design parameters, materials and
environmental conditions, thus lessening the need for experimentation, which is expensive
and time-consuming.
Design parameters are necessarily physical in nature, that is, related to dimensions,
materials properties and theory that represents measurable reality. On the other hand, most of
the presently available models in this field take a semi-empirical approach, representing the
characteristics of the electrolyser (or fuel cell) through equations containing empirical terms
and coefficients that lack any direct relationship to physical reality. This creates a disconnect
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between design and measured performance. The key to achieving the second objective is
therefore to place the equations that embody the characteristics of the various elements of the
electrolyser, fuel cell etc. on a proper physical basis by embedding the theory of the
underlying physical mechanisms. Doing this has significant advantages. Firstly, it makes the
model more generic in its application, in contrast to the present general reliance on empirical
equations that only describe the characteristics of the particular component under
consideration, perhaps with no applicability to the greater class of such components.
Secondly, a sound physical basis for the model better allows the effects of changing
materials, dimensions etc. to be predicted in the quest for enhanced performance, by
performing sensitivity analyses, for instance, as was demonstrated for the PEM electrolyser
cell [15].
A third benefit is that a realistic model may be used to diagnose problems in the
modelled component or system via changes in the fitted parameters arising from, for instance,
degradation of an electrode, potentially allowing the degradation to be traced to its physical
origin.
Current approaches to modelling alkaline electrolysers range from purely empirical
representations at the system level as a “black box” with fixed conversion efficiency
calculated from experimental values for the hydrogen production and electricity consumption
rates (e.g. [17]) to very low-lwevel studies of internal processes. An example of the latter is
the model of El-Askary et al., who considered bubbly two-phase flow in a mathematical
model based on Eulerian–Eulerian two-fluids solved by the SIMPLE algorithm [18].
Historically, the mainstream of modelling work has been carried out between these limits,
directed to modelling the electrochemical behaviour of an electrolyser cell by representing
the processes that contribute to its polarisation curve with a mixture of theory and
empiricism.
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Much of the earlier modelling of alkaline electrolysers in the literature was related to
solar-hydrogen demonstration projects. Perhaps the most detailed model of an alkaline
electrolyser was developed within the SIMELINT program as a part of the Saudi Arabian–
German HYSOLAR-project [19]. This model was validated against experimental data and
predicted the thermal behaviour, cell voltage, gas purities and efficiencies for any given
power. Other empirical models have also been developed [20-24], but these have either been
less detailed or not tested and verified against experimental data. In fact models based on
empirical parameters typically only described the current and voltage characteristics [23, 24].
In the early 90s more realistic models of alkaline electrolysers began to appear [19, 25]. The
semi-empirical approach taken can describe the characteristics of the polarisation curve
reasonably well when linked with a linear model of dependence on environmental
parameters. Employing a similar tactic, Ulleberg [11] proposed a model with nonlinear
functions of temperature, which proved effective in emulating its influence on the
polarisation curve.
Most of the developed models [11, 19] were tied to the characteristics of specific
electrolysers and did not account for the effects of pressure, electrolyte concentration and
bubbles in the bulk electrolyte and on the electrode surface. Agbossou et al. [26, 27]
developed a multi-physics model based on identification of phenomena observed during
operation. This model offers insight to the causes of malfunctions in the electrolyser and aids
optimization of the operation of the electrolyser.
Generally, a multi-dimensional model is useful to understand the details of the
individual components of an alkaline electrolyser cell in order to optimise the mechanical and
electrical design, but if extrapolated to the scale of an entire hybrid energy system this
approach would be very cumbersome. Thus, simplified modelling and simulation may play a
significant role in engineering complex systems. This reasoning also applies to the transient
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behaviour, which in a real electrolyser is largely determined by thermal effects, relative to
which the transient response of an isolated cell is found experimentally to be fast [28]. In this
study, a detailed simplified, steady-state model for an alkaline electrolyser cell has been
developed and tested against published experimental results. The computational demands are
small enough for it to be embedded in a whole-of-electrolyser model within a simulation of
the entire energy system.
The approach adopted insists on a physical basis for the model parameters where
possible. The model includes material balance and mole balance in the anode and the cathode
subsystems. The effective binary diffusion through the porous electrodes was modelled,
employing calculated diffusivities corrected for porosity, tortuosity and transport through the
electrolyte, based on experimentally and analytically determined transport properties. This
model factors-in the mechanism of molar concentration at the electrode−electrolyte interface
and takes into account the resistances of the electrodes, electrolyte and separator, including
bubble effects. The physically based parameterisation of the model exposes the relative
contributions of the various overpotentials to the polarisation curve in detail. Applying the
model to data from a real electrolyser cell can thus help to understand how cell components
influence the electrolyser performance and suggest directions for further research to improve
performance.

2.0 Model development
In the alkaline water electrolyser cell (Fig. 1), the anode and cathode are immersed in
conductive electrolyte.
The reactions at the anode and the cathode are
Anode : 2OH − →

1
O 2 + H 2O + 2e −
2
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(1)

Cathode : 2H 2O → 2H + + 2OH −
2H + +2e − → H 2

(2)

Under the influence of the electric field developed by the applied potential difference
(voltage), hydrogen ions (H+) move towards the cathode, while hydroxide ions (OH−) move
towards the anode. A gas separator with good ionic conductivity prevents the oxygen and
hydrogen gases generated from mixing. Gas receivers are used to collect the hydrogen and
oxygen.
The separator is one point of difference between the alkaline and PEM electrolyser
types. Another is the liquid electrolyte and the existence of bubbles adjacent to the electrodes.
The porous electrodes, bubble zones and the porous separator are examples of
inhomogeneous conductors, whose effective conductivities can be mathematically related to
their physical distribution of pores or bubbles.
Typically, the bubble coverage depends on the current density, electrolyte fluid
properties, electrode surface characteristics, temperature and pressure. Particularly at higher
current densities, increased bubble coverage contributes significantly to the activation
overpotential by rendering the covered portion of the electrode electrochemically inactive.
In general, make-up water is continuously added to the system to maintain constant
electrolyte concentration and viscosity. Electrolyte circulation is useful in limiting the
concentration gradient, detaching bubbles from the electrodes and distributing heat through
the electrolyser cell.
The model of an alkaline electrolyser cell presented here is built up from three principal
modular components, called ancillaries in Simulink, labelled here anode, cathode and
voltage. In the following subsections detailing the ancillaries, the mechanisms that control the
operation of the cell are modelled in terms of physically meaningful parameters where
feasible. An exception is bubble coverage of the electrodes, where qualitative understanding
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of bubble phenomena has not yet translated into a quantitatively predictive model [29]. Here
it is assumed that the bubbles are identical, uniformly distributed through the (identical)
bubble zones and across the electrode surface, with the same shape (segmented sphere) and
residence time on the electrode surface, and the same break-off size.
In a real electrolyser the spacing between the elements is small compared to their extent
perpendicular to the current path. Therefore the active areas of the anode and cathode are
taken to be the same, implying that the current density is the same at each electrode.

2.1 Anode ancillary
At the anode, hydroxide ions are oxidized according to Eq. (1) to produce oxygen,
electrons and water. The mole balance equations for the anode are

dN H2O
dt

dN O2
dt

= N Hin2O − N Hout2O + N Hgn2O

(3)

= N Oin2 − N Oout2 + N Ogn2

(4)

where N Oin2 , N Hin2O , N Oout2 , N Hout2O are anode inlet and outlet molar flow rates of oxygen and water
respectively and N Ogn2 , N Hgn2O are the molar rates of oxygen and water generation at the anode.
According to Faraday’s law the molar flow rates of oxygen and water at the anode side are
I
N Ogn2 =
4F

(5)

I
N Hgn2O =
2F

(6)

where F is the Faraday constant and I is the current through the cell. The current is implicitly
assumed to be uniformly distributed by virtue of the model being one-dimensional,
I = iAe

where i is the current density and Ae is the (external) electrode surface area.
The molar flux of water through the anode can be expressed as
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(7)

N Hgn2O
I
i
= =
Ae
2 FAe 2 F

=
n an
H O
2

(8)

and the molar flux of oxygen through the anode can be expressed as

N Ogn2
I
i
=
n
=
=
Ae
4 FAe 4 F
an
O2

(9)

Since the sum of the molar fractions at the anode is X H2O + X O2 =
1 , the effective partial
pressure of O2 is
=
pO2

pH2O
X H 2O

(1 − X H O )
2

(10)

Here it has been assumed that the gases present (H2 and H2O(g) at the anode; O2 and H2O(g)
at the cathode) are ideal and uniformly distributed, and the pressure is uniform throughout the
electrode gas flow channels. Taken together with the assumption of 1D geometry, these
assumptions justify simplification the Stefan-Maxwell equation [30] by setting the molar flux
of water vapour normal to the surface of the anode to zero [31]. The one-dimensional
gradient of the molar fraction of water at the anode may then be simply expressed as
dX H2O
dx

=

e an R*Ti
τ an 2 FPan Deffan

(11)

Now integrating Eq. (11) from the anode channel to the catalyst surface gives

X H 2O =

 R* T l

e an
an −c i

exp 
an 
 2 FPan Deff
τ an



(12)

where Pan is the anode pressure, ε an τ an is the ratio of electrode porosity to tortuosity, lan −c
is the anode channel-to-catalyst distance and Deffan is the effective binary (O2–H2O) diffusion
coefficient at the anode. A detailed explanation of effective binary diffusion is given in §
2.3.3. Saturation of the electrode gases with water vapour also implies that the effective anode
water pressure is the saturated vapour pressure PHsat
(T ) . The calculation of the vapour
2O,KOH
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pressure of the KOH solution can be found elsewhere [32]. Therefore, the partial pressure of
oxygen at anode can be written as

 e
 R* T l
  sat
an −c i
=
− 1 PH2O,KOH (T )
pO2 1 an exp 

an 
 2 FPan Deff
 t an

 

(13)

2.2 Cathode ancillary
At the cathode, water is reduced according to Eq. (2) to produce protons and
hydroxide ions, and the protons combine with electrons to form hydrogen. The mole balance
equations for the cathode ancillary are

dN H 2O
dt
dN H2
dt

= N Hin2O − N Hout2O − N Hcons
2O

(14)

= N Hin2 − N Hout2 + N Hgn2

(15)

where N Hin2 , N Hin2O , N Hout2 and N Hout2O are the cathode inlet and outlet molar flow rates of
is the molar rate of water consumption at the cathode
hydrogen and water respectively, N Hcons
2O
and N Hgn2 is the molar rate of hydrogen generation at the cathode.
According to Faraday’s law
I
N Hgn2 =
2F

(16)

I
N Hcons
=
2O
2F

(17)

and

The molar fluxes of hydrogen and water at the cathode can be expressed as

N Hgn2
I
i
=
n
=
=
Ae
2 FAe 2 F

(18)

N Hcons
I
i
2O
=
n
=
=
Ae
2 FAe 2 F

(19)

cat
H2

cat
H2O
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The effective partial pressure of hydrogen at the cathode can be expressed as

=
pH2

pH2O
X H 2O

(1 − X H O )
2

(20)

Calculating the molar fraction of water at the cathode as for the anode and rearranging Eq.
(20) gives

 e
 R* T l
  sat
cat
cat −c i
=
pH 2  1
exp 
 − 1 PH2O,KOH (T )
cat 
 2 FPcat Deff
 t cat

 

(21)

where Pcat is the cathode pressure, lcat −c is the distance between cathode channel to catalyst
and

cat
Deff

is the effective binary (H2–H2O) diffusion coefficient at the cathode.

2.3 Voltage ancillary
Water splitting by thermolysis is thermodynamically unfavourable at ambient
temperature. Providing the necessary energy via electrolysis under adiabatic conditions
therefore requires the total reaction enthalpy to be supplied by the electric current. In this
case, the thermo-neutral voltage ( Vtn = 1.48 V at 25°C and 1 atmosphere) is needed to
maintain the electrochemical reaction without heat transfer [33]. Below the thermo-neutral
voltage the reaction is endothermic, and is exothermic above it. Some of this excess energy
appears as lossy contributions to the cell overpotential. An overpotential is also necessary to
achieve useful reaction rates for activated steps in the overall reaction mechanism [34, 35]
and provide thermodynamic drive for diffusion at the electrodes. The standard or reversible
0
= 1.229 V at 25 °C and 1 atmosphere. The difference between Vtn and
cell voltage is Vstd
0
Vstd
corresponds to the entropy contribution to the total change in free energy, +237.2 kJ

mol−1 [36]. This is the least necessary amount of electrical energy to produce hydrogen and
oxygen at 25 °C and 1 atmosphere. Accordingly, the cell voltage can be written as

V =Voc + Vact + Vcon + Vohm
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(22)

where Voc is the open-circuit voltage, Vact is the activation overpotential, Vcon is the
concentration overpotential and Vohm is the ohmic overpotential.
2.3.1

Open-circuit voltage
The equilibrium or open-circuit cell voltage falls as the temperature increases via the

entropy contribution and rises as the pressure rises via the free energy of the produced gases.
For water electrolysis the open-circuit voltage (OCV) may be obtained from the Nernst
equation as follows [37, 38]

Voc = Vstd0 + (T − Tref ) ×

∆S 0 R*T   pH2 pO2
+
ln 
nF 2 F   aH2O, KOH
 






(23)

The second term is in Eq (23) is added to account approximately for the change in the
reversible voltage at temperatures different from the standard reference temperature [37, 38].
Here ∆S 0 nF (−0.9×10−3 J(mol.K)–1) is the standard state entropy change and aH2O,KOH is the
water activity of the electrolyte solution.
2.3.2

Activation overpotential
The electrode kinetics is embodied in the activation overpotential, arising in the

transfer of charge between the electrodes and chemical species. The nature and pre-treatment
of the electrode surface and the composition of the electrolytic solution adjacent to the
electrode determine the rate of the electrode reaction.
Applying transition-state theory and assuming a single rate-limiting activated step in
the complex reaction mechanism at each electrode leads to the well-known Butler−Volmer
equation, by means of which the activation overpotentials for the anode and cathode may be
written
an
Vact
=

cat
Vact
=

 i 
R*T
ln  an 
a an F  i0 

(24)

 i 
R*T
ln  cat 
a cat F  i0 

(25)
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Here α is the charge transfer coefficient for electrode, i is the current density and i0 is the
effective exchange current density of the electrode. It is assumed that the electrode areas are
equal, so conserving the cell current implies equal current densities at the anode and cathode.
The effective exchange current density depends on the temperature at the surface of the
electrode and on the roughness factor, which is defined as the effective electrode area
(electrochemical) divided by the geometrical area. The reference exchange current density (at
reference temperature and pressure) depends in the available catalyst surface area, so the
effective exchange current density at any temperature may be expressed, assuming an
activated mechanism, by [39, 40]:
 ∆G  1
1
i0 = γ M exp  − *C  −

 R  T Tref


  i0,ref
 

(26)

where γ M is the electrode roughness factor, i0,ref is the reference exchange current density at
temperature Tref and ∆GC is the free energy of activation.
Bubbles adhered to the electrode surface isolate the covered fraction of the surface
from the reacting species and render it inactive. This effect may be included by re-scaling the
area contributing to the current density in Eqs (24) and (25), giving an additional contribution
to the overpotential owing to bubble coverage:

R*T  i  R*T  1 
=
V
ln  an  +
ln 

aa
an F
an F
 i0 
 1 − Θ an 

(27)

R*T  i  R*T  1 
=
V
ln  cat  +
ln 

aa
cat F
cat F
 i0 
 1 − Θcat 

(28)

an
act

cat
act

Rearranging Eqs (27) and (28)

Vactan =


R*T 
i
ln  an

a an F  i0 (1 − Θ an ) 
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(29)

Vactcat =


R*T 
i
ln  cat

a cat F  i0 (1 − Θcat ) 

(30)

where Θ is the fractional bubble coverage on the electrode surface.
Calculating the bubble coverage of an electrode from first principles is a very
complex problem, since the bubble effect depends on the surface characteristics of the
electrode, the surface tension of the electrolyte, and natural or forced circulation of the
electrolyte, all of which influence the size at which the bubbles detach from electrode surface.
A mathematical model developed by Vogt and Balzer [29] is regarded as only indicative by
its authors. Therefore an empirical expression has been employed for bubble coverage as a
function of current density and temperature and modified for the effect of pressure [29, 41]:

 T
T
Θ =  −97.25 + 182
− 84 


Tref
 Tref






2

 ×  i 
 i
  lim 

0.3

×

P
P−

PHsat
2O,KOH

(T )

(31)

Here ilim is the limiting current density at 100% bubble coverage with typical value 300
kAm−2 [29, 42].
2.3.3 Concentration (diffusion) overpotential
A concentration or diffusion overpotential develops because of a gradient in the
reactant concentration in the vicinity of the electrode surface, which arises because of the
electrochemical reactions taking place. The mass flow through the porous electrodes is
typically explained as a diffusion phenomenon, which may be modelled by Fick’s law. It is
apparent from Eqs (1) (2) that water electrolysis involves binary chemical systems. In such a
mixture, each species can be quantified in terms of its density or molar concentration. To
predict the voltage loss due to the reactant concentration gradient, the Nernst equation may be
combined with Fick’s law to model the diffusion rate [15].
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Fig. 2 illustrates the species concentrations and the molar fluxes inside an alkaline
electrolyser cell. Now applying Fick’s law, at the electrode–electrolyte interface the molar
concentration of gases can be written as

nO2 = Deffan

nH2 = Deffcat

(C

− CO2 ,ch )

O 2 ,el

δ an

(C

− CH2 ,ch )

H 2 ,el

δ cat

(32)

(33)

After rearranging Eqs (32) and (33)
an
C=
CO2 ,ch +
O 2 ,el

cat
C=
CH2 ,ch +
H 2 ,el

δ an nO

(34)

2

an
eff

D

δ cat nH

(35)

2

Deffcat

At the pressures typical of alkaline electrolyser operation, the molar concentration of
a gaseous species is related to its partial pressure through the ideal gas law. Then the molar
concentrations at the electrode–electrolyte interfaces (Eqs (34) and (35)) can be written as

=
COan2 ,el

Pan X O2

=
CHcat2 ,el

Pcat X H2

*

RT

*

RT

+

δ an nO
Deffan

+

δ cat nH
Deffcat

2

(36)

2

(37)

where δ an and δ cat are the thicknesses of the anode and cathode. The first term in Eqs (36) and
(37) represents the molar concentration of oxygen and hydrogen in the electrode channel and
the second term represents the molar concentration of these gases in the porous electrode.
Diffusion of a molecular species with mean free path λ through a porous medium
with average pore radius r occurs by two principal mechanisms: molecular diffusion for
r >> λ and Knudsen diffusion for r << λ , when interactions with the pore wall occur much

more frequently than collisions with other molecules. In most porous structures, both
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mechanisms are significant [43], so the effective binary diffusion coefficients at the anode
and cathode can be expressed as [43]

e an  1
1
1
=
 O2 − H2O + H2O, K
an

Deff τ an  Deff
Deff





(38)

 1
1
 H2 − H2O + H2O, K
Deff
 Deff





(39)

e cat
1
=
cat
Deff t cat

O2 − H 2O
where Deff
is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient for the O2–H2O binary system,

DeffH2 − H2O is the effective molecular diffusion coefficient for the H2–H2O binary system and
DeffH2O, K is the effective Knudsen diffusion coefficient for water. The Knudsen diffusivities of
H2 and O2 in H2O do not appear in Eqns (38) and (39) as a consequence of the assumption of
uniform pressure. Uniform pressure implies zero total molar flux, i.e. equi-molar counterdiffusion. As a result, the Knudsen diffusivity of H2 in H2O is the same as that of H2O in H2,
H 2 − H 2O,K
H 2O − H 2 ,K
i.e. Deff
, but the fluxes are opposite, so that the corresponding terms
= Deff

cancel. An analogous argument applies to O2.
The effective Knudsen diffusion can be modelled using kinetic theory [44, 45] as
follows:

4
8 R*T
DeffH2O, K = r
3 π MH2O

(40)

where r is the mean pore radius and M H O is the molar weight of H2O. Using the Chapman2

O2 − H 2O
Enskog theory of the ideal gas, the effective molecular binary diffusion coefficients, Deff

and DeffH2 − H2O can be expressed as [44, 46]
12

 1
1 
T3 2
DeffO2 − H2O 0.00133 
=
+

 MO MH O  Pan σO2 − H O ΓD
2
2
2
 2
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(41)

12

 1
T3 2
1 
D
0.00133 
=
+

 MH MH O  Pcat σ H2 − H O ΓD
2
2
2
 2

H2 − H2 O
eff

(42)

where M O2 and M H2 are the molar weights of O2 and H2, σ O2 − H2O and σ H2 − H2O are the mean
molecular radii of species O2–H2 and H2–H2O and Γ D is a dimensionless diffusion collision
integral. Γ D , σ O2 − H2O and σ H2 − H2O can be expressed analytically as [47]

Γ=
D

1.06

τ

0.156

+

0.193
1.036
1.765
+
+
exp ( 0.476τ ) exp (1.53τ ) 3.894τ

σO
σH

2 − H2O

2 − H2O

τO
τH

=
=

2 − H2O

2 − H2O

(43)

σO +σH O
2

2

2

σH +σH O
2

(44)

2

2
=

kT

εO

=

2 − H2O

kT

εH

(45)

2 − H2O

and the Lennard-Jones energies ε O2 − H2O and ε H2 − H2O can be expressed as

εO
εH

2 − H2O

= ε O2 ε H 2O

2 − H2O

= ε H2 ε H 2O

(46)

The values of σ O2 , σ H2 and σ H2O are 3.467 Å, 2.827 Å and 2.641 Å, respectively [48]. The
Lennard-Jones potentials, ε i / k , for O2, H2 and H2O are 106.7, 59.7 and 809.1 K,
O2 − H 2O
respectively. The values of Deff
and DeffH2 − H2O can be obtained by solving Eqs. (38) to (46).

The resulting contribution to the overpotential is
an
cat
R*T CO2 ,el R*T CH2 ,el
ln
ln
=
Vcon
+
4 F COan2 ,0 2 F CHcat2 ,0

Here “0” represents a working condition taken as a reference.
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(47)

2.3.4

Ohmic overpotential
The electrodes, electrolyte and separator are the main contributors to a further

overpotential in an alkaline electrolyser cell arising in the resistances of these elements. It is
normally assumed that this overpotential is ohmic, that is, linearly proportional to the current:
=
Vohm I=
Rcell I ( Re + Rel + Rs )

(48)

where Rcell is the effective ohmic resistance of the cell, Re is the electrode resistance, Rel
is the electrolyte resistance, including the effects of electrolyte concentration and gas bubbles,
and Rs is the separator resistance.
The assumption of ohmic resistance implies that the resistance of each element
depends only on the properties of its constituent material(s) and its geometry via

R=ρ

l
A

(49)

where the current flows in a path of length l with cross-sectional area A in a material with
resistivity ρ . In Eq. (49) l and A correspond literally to physical dimensions only for simple
geometries, such as a long conducting bar ( l >>
perpendicular to the plane ( l <<

A ) or a thin conducting sheet

A ), surrounded by insulator, so that edge effects may be

safely ignored.
For solid materials with well-defined charge carriers, and for liquid electrolytes in
which charge build-up is negligible, representing the conductor by a resistivity which varies
only with temperature is well justified. This is true also for the resistances contributing to Eq.
(48). The porous natures of the electrodes and separator, and the interruption of the
electrolyte conduction path by bubbles, affect the detailed geometry of the element, but not
its intrinsic resistivity, ρ0 . The approach taken to model these resistances is typically to
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calculate an effective resistivity, ρeff , incorporating porosity etc., so that the geometric
factors in Eq. (49) may be taken as the gross external dimensions of the conductor.
The electrodes, separator and bubble zone are examples of inhomogeneous
conductors. Exact theory is intractable for such systems, but many approximate models have
been developed to describe the conduction properties of composite conductors consisting of
inclusions of conductor 2 in a matrix of conductor 1 in terms of an effective conductivity, an
approach generally called homogenisation. At low concentrations of the inclusion phase,
most models give essentially the same result, independent of the detailed arrangement or
morphology of the inclusions. This is true, for instance, of the much-used Maxwell–Eucken
[49] and Bruggeman mean-field [50] models (e.g. Refs [51-53]). In this approach, which will
be followed here, it is assumed that no there is penetration of the electrodes by the liquid
electrolyte and that the pores are insulating relative to the electrode material. The same
approach is applied to the bubble zone, with the bubbles regarded as insulating relative to the
electrolyte itself. Solving Bruggeman’s equation for the conductivity of a two-phase
conductor with volume fraction φincl of the inclusion phase [50],

1 − fincl

 σ incl − σ eff
=

 σ incl − σ matrix

  σ matrix
 
  σ eff

13





(50)

with the conductivity of the inclusion phase, σ incl , set to zero, gives for the effective
conductivity

σ eff σ matrix=

(1 − fincl )3 2

(51)

The separator represents the obverse case, that of a percolating network of pores filled with
conductor in an insulating matrix. Since at high concentration of the inclusion phase different
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approaches to homogenisation produce very different effective conductivities, a direct
calculational approach based on an assumed microstructure is adopted here.
2.3.4.1 Electrodes

The following equations for the anode also apply to the cathode. The resistance of the
anode is
an
Ran = ρeff

δ an
Ae

(52)

an
where ρeff
is the effective resistivity of the anode. Eq. (51) yields

an
ρeff

=

ρ0an

(1 − e an )3 2

(53)

where ρ0an is the resistivity of the 100%-dense anode material at reference temperature and

ε an is the porosity of the anode.
Introducing κ as the temperature coefficient of resistivity, the anode resistance at any
temperature is

=
Ran

r0an

(1 − e an )
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δ an 
1 + κ an (T − Tref ) 

Ae 

(54)

and likewise for the cathode. The resultant electrode resistance is
Re = Ran + Rcat =

r0an
δ an 
r0cat
δ cat 

1
1 + κ cat (T − Tref )  (55)
T
T
+
−
+
κ
(
)
an
ref 
32
32

Ae
(1 − ee
(1 − cat ) Ae 
an )

2.3.4.2 Electrolyte

To make the problem of bubbles in the electrolyte tractable, the electrolyte may be
divided into a bubble-free zone (bf) of width lan− s − β an and a bubble zone (bz) of width β an
for the anode side of the cell, and similarly for the cathode side, as shown in Fig. 3.
Experimentally, it was found that the width of the bubble zone in an electrolysis cell varied
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from 0.4 to 0.6 mm [54], which is a substantial fraction of the typical electrode–separator
distance.
Separating out the contribution from the bubble zone, the total electrolyte resistance
for the anode side can be expressed as

Relan = Rbfan + Rbzan = ρel

lan− s − bb
an an
an
+ ρbz
Ae
Ae

(56)

an
where ρel is the resistivity of the bubble-free electrolyte and ρbz
is the effective resistivity

of the electrolyte in the anode bubble zone. Once again, Bruggeman’s model (Eq. (51)) may
be employed to obtain the effective resistivity in the anode bubble zone with electrolytephase gas bubble volume fraction, sometimes called the void fraction, φan :

ρbzan =

ρel

(1 − φan )3 2

(57)

Eq. (57) has been experimentally validated for a surprisingly wide range of conditions
(electrode gap, electrolyte flow velocity, current density) [55]. The total electrolyte resistance
is then

Rel = Relan + Relcat =

l
− β an
β an
β cat 
lcat − s − β cat
1
1

×  an− s
+
+
+
32
32
Ae
A
A
A
1 + κ el (T − Tref )  
e
e
e 
(1 − cat )
(1 − ff
an )


(58)

rel ,ref

In Appendix A it is shown that, subject to usual assumptions, in the steady state the
surface bubble fraction at the electrode and the volume fraction in the bubble zone are in fact
the same, φ = Θ .
2.3.4.3 Separator

The separator must provide a continuous ionic conduction path while blocking gas
mixing, achieved by pores extending through the structure. The volume fraction of these
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pores is the porosity, ε s , and their effective length relative to the thickness of the separator is
given by the tortuosity,

τs =

leff

δs

(59)

The ratio of the volume of electrolyte absorbed inside the pores to the total pore volume
defines the wettability factor of the separator for the electrolyte, ωs [13]. The effective
porosity is then ωsε s . Assuming a uniform current distribution across As , the external crosssectional area of the separator, the pores constitute an equivalent conductor with area equal to
the total cross-sectional area of pores, given by (ωsε s τ s ) As , and length τ sδ s . Eq. (49) then
gives for the resistance of the separator

Rs = ρel

τ s2δ s
ωse s As

(60)

3.0 Results and discussion
Fig. 4, which depicts the full Simulink model of the alkaline electrolyser cell, shows how
each of the three ancillaries discussed in the previous section contributes to the simulation,
and maps the interactions between them. The calculated polarisation curve embodies cell
geometry, cell temperature, partial pressures of the gases, bubble coverage on the electrode
surfaces and internal parameters such as porosity and tortuosity of the electrodes, electrolyte
concentration, separator thickness, active surface area of the electrodes etc.

3.1 Model Validation
The model was validated using the sets of experimental polarisation curves for HRI and
PHOEBUS electrolysers reported by several authors [11, 27, 56, 57]. Temperature and
pressure effects were explored in the ranges 35–80 °C and 1–9 bar. Seven model parameters (
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γ M ,an , γ M ,cat , ω , i0,anref , i0,catref , a an , acat ) whose values could not be reliably estimated were
allowed to vary freely. Table 1 lists the values adopted from Ref. [27] for the fixed
parameters. Some parameters ( β an / cat , δ s , ε s , τ s ) were assumed to be the same for the
bubble zone and separator in each electrolyser. Table 2 lists the fitted parameters. Fig. 5 (a, b)
compares the fitted polarisation curves and the experimental data from the above publications
in a range of temperatures and pressures. The model described here clearly fits the
experimental data very well for a wide range of operating conditions. Fig. 5(c) compares the
new model and two published models to experimental data for the PHOEBUS electrolyser
under standard conditions. The new model provides an improved fit.
The roughness factor ( γ M ) depends on the structure of the electrode surface and can be
determined experimentally or estimated from electrocatalyst loading, catalyst particle density
and size. The roughness factor generally increases as the thickness of the samples increases.
In the HRI electrolyser, Ni electrocatalyst on Ni plate is used for the anode (OER) and
cathode (HER). In the PHOEBUS electrolyser, Ni/Co3O4/Fe electrocatalyst on Ni plate is
used for the anode and C-Pt electrocatalyst on Ni plate for cathode. Gira et. al. [58]
determined the roughness factor of the Ni electrocatalyst using AFM topographic
measurements and the values of γ M obtained ranged from 1.05 to 1.4. Singh et. al. [59] used
the methods of spray pyrolysis and sequential solution coating to measure the roughness
factor of Co3O4 electrocatalyst on Ni plates for the OER and based on oxide loading the
values ranged from 1 to 500. Singh et. al. [60] showed that Ni/Fe oxide electrocatalysts are
highly active for the OER in alkaline solutions, but they have very low electrochemically
active areas, with relative oxide roughness factors <2. Durst et. al. [61] used a rotating disc
electrode (RDE) method to measure the roughness factor of C-Pt electrocatalyst for the HER
and found γ M ≈ 2 . The fitted values produced by the present model of γ M ,an = 1.25 and
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γ M ,cat = 1.05 for the HRI electrolyser, and γ M ,an = 2.5 and γ M ,cat = 1.5 for the PHOEBUS
electrolyser are in this range. Wettability ( ωs ) was treated as a fitted parameter because
reliable values could not be found in the literature. Values for the charge transfer coefficients
for anodes and cathodes are reported to be in the range 0−2 and 0−1 respectively [62]. The
fitted values lie within these ranges. For Ni-based electrodes, the exchange current densities
for the oxygen reduction and hydrogen oxidation reactions are reported as 10−7–10−12 and
10−4–10−1 A cm−2 [3, 63],

respectively. The fitted values lie within these ranges. It is

anticipated that the values of parameters obtained from a well-validated physically based
model may be more reliable than those estimated from indirect experiments with many
assumptions and uncertainties.

3.2 Model exploration
Fig. 6 shows the contribution of each source of overpotential to the polarisation curve
of the HRI alkaline electrolyser cell at constant pressure (1 bar) and temperature (60 °C). The
concentration (diffusion) overpotential is negligible in the case modelled. The ohmic
contribution is relatively small in total and within that, the contribution from the electrodes
(<10–9 Ω) is very small and that from the electrolyte (0.001 Ω) is smaller than the separator
contribution (~0.002 Ω). The contribution to the activation overpotential from bubble
coverage of the electrodes is not negligible. Strategies to lessen the bubble coverage without
introducing excessive parasitic power consumption may have a benefit in higher efficiency.
The dominant contribution remains the activation overpotential of the bubble-free electrodes,
with the majority coming from the anode owing to its relatively small exchange current
density.
Fig. 7 explores the influence of operating temperature on the electrode bubble coverage
(Θ) and its contribution to the activation overpotential of the HRI electrolyser. The
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contribution is relatively small, but the advantage of operating at elevated temperature to
promote the detachment of bubbles from the electrode surfaces is clear.
Fig. 8 explores the effect of the electrode exchange current densities on the activation
overpotential curve of the HRI electrolyser. The cathode activation overpotential is relatively
small due to the fast kinetics of the hydrogen evolution reaction, apparent in the relatively
high fitted value of the cathode exchange current density. The cell overpotential is dominated
by the anode activation overpotential because of the slow kinetics of the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER). In order to obtain higher anode exchange current density, research effort
should be directed to developing new catalysts and optimising the electrode structural
parameters. Procedures to select oxide electrocatalysts for OER have been published [64, 65].
Despite the higher anode activation overpotential, the scope for lowering the total
overpotential by improving the cathode is significant, as seen from the greater sensitivity of
overpotential to the same logarithmic change in exchange current density in Fig. 8(b)
compared to Fig. 8(a). This point is discussed in detail with reference to the PEM electrolyser
in Ref. [15]
Fig. 9 explores the effect of electrode roughness factor on the polarisation curve of the
HRI electrolyser. Generally speaking, higher roughness helps to increase the exchange
current density, with the same effect as making the reaction kinetics faster, thus lowering the
overpotentials. On the other hand, roughening the electrode surface (through oxide loading)
may result in higher rather than lower overpotentials, because gas bubbles may be trapped
within surface irregularities, blocking access to the electrocatalyst. Fig. 9 suggests that
moderate roughening of the electrocatalyst surface is slightly beneficial, especially at the
cathode.
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Fig. 10 explores the effect of the electrode charge transfer coefficient on the
polarisation curve of the HRI electrolyser. Relative to the fitted values of a an = 1.75 and

a cat = 0.8 , the polarisation curve is more sensitive to improvements in αan.
Fig. 11 explores the influence of separator wettability factor on the polarisation curve
and the contributions of wettability factor to the separator resistance at elevated temperatures
for the HRI electrolyser at 1 bar pressure. Wettability below 0.3 is extremely undesirable,
especially when combined with low operating temperature.
Fig. 12 explores the influence of the bubble volume fraction on the electrolyte
resistance at elevated temperatures and pressures for the HRI electrolyser. The contribution
of the bubble zones to ohmic losses is relatively small and, as expected, minimised by
increasing the operating temperature and pressure.
Fig. 13 explores the effects of temperature and pressure on the cell polarisation curve
for the HRI electrolyser. At constant temperature (Fig. 13(a)), the effect of increasing
pressure is to increase the cell voltage non-linearly via the open-circuit voltage (Eq (23)). At
constant pressure (Fig. 13(b)), increasing the operating temperature significantly lowers the
cell voltage owing to higher rates of reaction and the higher conductivity of the electrolyte
and separator. The diminishing extra loss at higher pressures may make high-pressure
electrolyser operation attractive in circumstances where a separate compressor would be
required to compress hydrogen delivered at 1 atmosphere.

4.0 Summary and conclusions
A new model of an alkaline electrolyser cell has been developed based on modules
incorporating the physical characteristics of the anode, cathode, electrolyte and separator.
Through this model, the cell polarisation curve may be related to the physical characteristics
of the cell components. The model is structured so that it can be easily extended to a stack of
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electrolyser cells. Ultimately, this model will be incorporated with compatible models of the
other components of a hydrogen-based energy system to form a whole-of-system model that
can be used to simulate the system behaviour under off-grid conditions.
The simulation was tested against published experimental data and fitted very well,
with seven free model parameters (wettability factor, charge transfer coefficients, roughness
factors and reference exchange current densities) related to physical parameters whose values
are difficult to estimate reliably. When fitted to the same experimental data used to test
published models, the new model provided a slightly better fit. Thus the approach of using a
simplified 1D model has been demonstrated to have good functionality. This also
demonstrates that an empirical approach, while convenient, is largely unnecessary.
In addition to predicting the cell performance for specified parameter values, the
simulation provides a useful tool for investigating the sensitivity of the polarisation curve of a
given electrolyser to improvements in selected parameters. By displaying the cell voltage as
the sum of its components, the model showed how the exchange current densities of the
anode and cathode influence the polarisation curve (via their activation overpotentials). A
higher anode exchange current density, achieved through improved electrocatalysts, promises
significantly improved efficiency when operating at high cell current density. On the other
hand, several orders of magnitude increase in the small anode exchange current density of the
modelled electrolyser cell would be needed to have a substantial impact on the anode
activation overpotential.
Because the model relates alkaline electrolyser cell performance to fundamental
physical parameters, it may be useful in developing improved electrodes, electrocatalysts and
bubble management. The model is able to be extended by incorporating the characteristics of
new materials into the relevant ancillaries, for example conventional composite versus novel
electrode microstructures. A major challenge is to develop a physically-based model to
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calculate the bubble coverage on the electrode surface and the bubble void fractions in the
bubble zones.
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Appendix A: Equivalence of surface and volume bubble fractions
Consider a volume of electrolyte with cross-sectional area A and thickness t in the z
direction, bounded at one face by an electrode of area A. Inserting an imaginary plane at z,
and denoting the total cross-sectional area of bubbles intersecting this plane as a ( z ) , the total
volume of bubbles is
t

a( z)
∫=

=
V

a

( .61)

0

where a is the average total cross-sectional area. Supposing that there are on average NV
bubbles per unit volume with average volume υ , the total bubble volume may be written as

NV .At.υ , giving for the average volume fraction

φ = NV υ

( .62)

In a slice of thickness dz the volume of bubbles is NV . Adz.υ , so dV dz = NV A υ .
From Eq. ( .61) this is just a , so the average cross-sectional area fraction can be obtained as

Θ=

a
= NV v
A

( .63)

and comparing Eqs ( .62) and ( .63) it is found that the average volume and area fractions
within the bubble zone are the same, as intuition suggests. If the imaginary plane is displaced
to the electrode surface and it is assumed, as usual, that the bubbles are truncated spheres,
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then the same result applies at the electrode, and the average bubble volume fractions φ in Eq.
(58) are the same as the average bubble coverage fractions on the electrodes, Θ in Eq. (31).
The argument above assumes that the bubbles are stationary, but in the steady state
the rate of increase of bubble volume through generation at the electrode in the zone under
consideration is by definition the same as the rate of removal on average. Therefore, as long
as the current changes slowly compared to the transit time of a bubble through the bubble
zone, the argument remains sound.
Now supposing that the electrolyte and bubbles are moving in the same direction at
velocities uel and ub respectively, the bubble volume fraction in an otherwise homogeneous
fluid can be expressed as [66]

φ=

1
 1 − x   ρb 
1+ S 


 x   ρel 

( .64)

where S = uel ub is the slip or velocity ratio, ρel and ρb are the densities of the electrolyte and
gas respectively,=
and x m g

( m

g

+ m el ) is the dryness factor. With no further assumptions,

Eq. ( .64) yields

φ=

1
v u
1 + el el
v b ub

( .65)

where v el and v b are the volumetric flow rates of the electrolyte and bubbles respectively.
Considering for convenience a cylindrical element of electrolyte with area ael perpendicular
to the flow direction, for that element v el uel = ael and likewise for an element of gas.
Assuming that the flow is laminar, the same result applies to all elements of the electrolyte
collected into a single volume element and likewise for the gas. The ratio of the total crosssectional area of electrolyte to that of bubbles is then ael ab and Eq. ( .65) yields
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φ = ab ael = Θ , showing that the equivalence of the volume fraction of bubbles to the surface
fraction is in fact general as long as the two-phase flow is laminar.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1 − Schematic of the alkaline electrolyser cell.
Fig. 2 − Species concentrations and molar fluxes inside the alkaline electrolyser cell.
Fig. 3 − Electrolyte zones.
Fig. 4 − Simulink model of the alkaline electrolyser cell.
Fig. 5 – Comparison between experimental data and model predictions in a range of
operating temperatures at constant pressure for (a) the HRI electrolyser [56], (b) the
PHOEBUS electrolyser [11, 57], (c) comparison between published models [11, 27] and the
present model based on experimental data for the PHOEBUS electrolyser .
Fig. 6 – Contributions of overpotential terms to the polarisation curve. Vact ,Θ is the
contribution from bubble coverage of the electrodes, while Vact ,e is the contribution from the
bubble-free electrodes.
Fig. 7 – Relationship between electrode bubble coverage (Θ) and activation overpotential in a
range of operating temperatures.
Fig. 8 – Effect of electrode exchange current densities on the polarisation curve: (a) anode
and (b) cathode.
Fig. 9 – Effect of electrode roughness factor ( γ M ) on the polarisation curve: (a) anode and (b)
cathode.
Fig. 10 – Effect of electrode charge transfer coefficient ( a an / cat ) on the polarisation curve: (a)
anode and (b) cathode for increments of ±10% and ±20% relative to the fitted values.
Fig. 11 – Effect of separator wettability factor (ωs) on (a) the polarisation curve at constant
temperature and pressure, and (b) on separator resistance in a range of operating
temperatures.
Fig. 12 − Effect of bubble volume fraction (φ) on electrolyte resistance in (a) a range of
operating temperatures and (b) a range of operating pressures.
Fig. 13 − Effect of different operating (a) pressures at 70 oC and (b) temperatures at 7 bar on
the polarisation curve.

Table captions
Table 1: Fixed parameters.
Table 2: Fitted parameters.
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Table 1
Parameter

Value
PHOEBUS electrolyser
2500 cm2

Ref.

Ae

HRI electrolyser
300 cm2

lan / cat − s

0.125 cm

0

[27]

δe

0.2 cm

0.2 cm

[27]

τe

3.65

4.25

[27]

∆Gc ,an , ∆Gc ,cat

80, 51 kJmol−1

52, 18 kJmol−1

ee

0.3

0.41

[61, 67,
68]
[27]

2500 cm2

[27]

2

[27]

As

300 cm

β an / cat

0.045 cm

0.045 cm

[54]

δs
εs
τs

0.05 cm

0.05 cm

[27]

0.42

0.42

[69]

2.18

2.18

[69]

Table 2
Parameter

γ M ,an
γ M ,cat
ω
an
0, ref

HRI electrolyser
1.25

Value
PHOEBUS electrolyser
2.5

1.05

1.5

0.85

0.87
–11

Acm

−2

1×10–9 Acm−2

i

1×10

i0,catref

1×10–3 Acm−2

1×10–3 Acm−2

a an
a cat

1.65

1.85

0.73

0.85
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